Volunteer today at BoiseRM.org/Volunteer

WE NEED YOU!

IN 1958, Boise Rescue Mission started as a small soup kitchen in Boise, with just a few cots to feed and shelter homeless people. Today, the Mission has grown into five shelter facilities in Boise and Nampa, including two men’s shelters, two shelters exclusively for women and children, and the Recovery Lodge that houses the Mission’s Medical Respite Program. We reach out to the community by teaching the Word of God and providing opportunities to recover from homelessness for hundreds of men, women, and children in need. Boise Rescue Mission Ministries is able to provide services to homeless and hungry people in our community with no government assistance thanks to the generosity of our donors and community partners.

WANT TO HELP? VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE:

**SERVE A MEAL OR HELP WITH MEAL PREPARATION**
We serve about three meals a day through our four shelters in the Treasure Valley and would love to have your help. It’s a great opportunity to be a smiling face and encourage people who are hungry and in need. It’s also a great opportunity to help if you have an unpredictable schedule.

**TEAM BUILDING IN OUR WAREHOUSE**
Help us sort the amazing donations of food and items we receive so we can get them out to the facilities where they are needed. We always need a group to help in this area. It’s great for companies looking to break the ice.

**FRONT DESK AT CITY LIGHT HOME FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN**
Answer phones, accept donations, and welcome visitors. Women only please. This is a position that requires some training to be done with a staff member, so you will want to plan to dedicate at least 1 time per week for 6-8 months or more.

**ADOPT A TRANSITIONAL OR VETERAN’S APARTMENT**
Adopt one of our Next Step Transitional Apartments and turn it into a home for a New Life Program graduate. A little elbow grease, new curtains, kitchen supplies - you can make all the difference for someone moving from the shelter into their own home.

**AND MANY OTHER OPPORTUNITIES AS WELL – FOR INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, AND GROUPS!**
Help with yard work or the garden, organize pantries or storage rooms, work with our kids, and so much more! We have something for everyone – give us a try.

Submit your volunteer application at BoiseRM.org/Volunteer.

WANT TO HELP?

Holiday opportunities open October 1st at BoiseRM.org/get-involved/holiday-volunteer/

You can also help by donating to the Rescue Mission. Visit BoiseRM.org/donate, call (208) 343-2389, or you can mail a donation to BRMM, PO Box 1494, Boise, ID 83701.
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